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RELATIONSHIPS AS SPIRITUAL PRACTICE 

Chelsea Wakefield, PhD, LCSW 

 

Our work as Spiritual Guides/Companions 

• Generating a spacious, transformative field in which a seeker can 
look in, inquire, reveal, shift states (change the lens), and 
experience just BEing.   
 

• The power of  our grounded presence is the foundation out of  
which the seeker/guide (director/directee) relationship is created.  
We do our own work in order so that the space is as clear and 
judgment free as possible.  
 

• We are holding a space in which there is a focus on the 
movement of  soul, the soul’s requirements, callings, what is 
seeking to be born?   What is in the way? 
 

• What is the soul asking us to release, to integrate, to allign? 

 
• The purpose of any Spiritual Practice is to raise awareness,      

shift our state, move us away from the domination of the ego, 
change the lens we are looking thru, to exit the fray of the outer 
life, exit the story-making dimensions of the psyche.  

 
• We examine the lens are we looking thru – Complexes, 

projections?  What is it we need to know/see that is hidden in 
shadow?  

• Step back, Gain perspective, Witness, Wonder, Inquire 

• We meet invitations to change, grow, and integrate something                           

thru dreams, synchronicities, and doors that open before us 
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What is the source of our attractions?  We are attracted to people 

who fit into our completion story 

• We have an Overstory (conscious and often “given”) and an 

Understory (that which is unconscious – deeper needs and 

longings) 

• This gets projected out onto the Other – we project where there 

are hooks to hang things as Jeremy used to say. 

• In couple relationships the same qualities that drew us initially 

often begin to irritate us over time. Our work is to integrate a 

bit of that quality rather than judge it.  It helps to treat these 

“disowned (shadow) qualities” like a homeopathic tincture – the 

poison we most need.    

Relationship is an Anthropology Study 

• If the person is seeking help with a relationship problem, 

consider… does the person you are working with understand 

that everyone has a different subjective world?  Are they 

operating as if their world is the one world to rule them all?  

Educate about projection and about our personal complexes. 

Simply put- a complex is a tangle of reactivity around a theme.   

• How do things work over in your world – crossing the bridge   

• What do the behaviors and customs mean… over there? 

• What does life look like out of the Other’s eyes? 

• (see the Tedx Tel Aviv by Hedy Schleifer – The Power of 

Connection)  

• If I had your history, how might I see things? What might I  

project if I were you? 
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Seeking the Understand 

• True, sincere curiosity    
• Remaining open, avoiding premature conclusions – aware of  the 

concept of  projection and complex 
• Listening Deeply- Holding space for inquiry into the real 

motivations of  the Other (apart from my projections - allowing 
for the emergence of  awareness created by the spacious field 
which the other to “looking” – no cornering or superiority in the 
field)  

 Help me understand what you wanted  

 What were YOU hoping for? 

BEGIN WITHIN 

With any reaction…what is this touching in me? 

What is the story I am creating about my reaction? 

What might I be misattributing… missing, if  I were to remain curious? 

 

Who Would You Be Without That Story?  
• What if  you changed the lens thru which you are looking? 
• What are your fears around letting it go?  
• What would you have to face without that story? 
• What is the “old identity” you are clinging to? 
• Can you make space for a new identity?  
• Are you open to the Self  (Soulprint) and spirit’s 

leading/synchronicities/dream-states/                                         
learning to tune into intuitions versus complexes 
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SUFFERING IS NOT THE PROBLEM 
It’s POINTLESS SUFFERING We Want To Avoid 

 

Buddhist teaching about the two poles of  suffering –  
Clinging/Craving and Avoidance/Aversion  

What Is The Ego Demanding?  
• What “eyes” am I looking thru? 
• What personal childhood complexes am I in the grip of? –                                                    

What old schemas and stories feel completely “true.”  (the fish 
in water) 

• What am I overidentified with? What role, quality, archetype?  
• What am I clinging to that needs to be relinquished?   
• What am I resisting, denying, disowning, refusing to see?  
• If  I looked out of  different “eyes” what would I see?   
• How would this change the story I am weaving and my reaction 

to that story?  

 

Can I accept my partner as human being and not insist 
that he/she be a Dream Lover or a figure from the realm 
of  the Gods?   

Self-compassion: 
The research work of Kristin Neff – involves kindness, membership in 

the human race, and mindful living.  

• What does it mean to be an imperfect human being? 

• What does it mean to be with an imperfect human being? 

• What does it mean to be kind? 

• What can these two human beings create together that is 

mindful, meaningful and beautiful? 


